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ABSTRACT
Cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) of single, optically manipulated aerosol particles affords
quantitative retrieval of refractive indices for particles of ﬁxed or evolving composition with high
precision. Here, we quantify the accuracy with which refractive index determinations can be made
by CRDS for single particles conﬁned within the core of a Bessel laser beam and how that accuracy
is degraded as the particle size is progressively reduced from the coarse mode (>1 mm radius) to
the accumulation mode (<500 nm radius) regime. We apply generalized Lorenz–Mie theory to the
intra-cavity standing wave to explore the effect of particle absorption on the distribution of
extinction cross section determinations resulting from stochastic particle motion in the Bessel beam
trap. The analysis provides an assessment of the accuracy with which the real, n, and imaginary, k,
components of the refractive index can be determined for a single aerosol particle.
EDITOR
Spyros Pandis
1. Introduction
Aerosol radiative forcing efﬁciency (RFE) is a key quan-
tity used in modeling Earth’s climate and its calculation
relies on accurate characterizations of the refractive indi-
ces (RI, m) of atmospheric aerosol (Ravishankara et al.
2015). The RI is given by m D n C ki, where the real
component, n, inﬂuences the scattering of light by an
aerosol particle, while the imaginary component, k, is
associated with light absorption. Here, we assess the accu-
racy with which m can be retrieved from extinction cross
section (sext) measurements using our recently reported
single-particle cavity ring-down spectroscopy (SP-CRDS)
instruments (Walker et al. 2013; Reid et al., 2014; Cotter-
ell et al. 2015a,b; Mason et al. 2015). We evaluate the
scope of these instruments for studying coarse mode
(>1 mm radius), ﬁne mode (500–1000 nm radius) and
accumulation mode (<500 nm radius) particles.
The interaction of light with an aerosol particle is gov-
erned by the particle extinction cross section, with sext
the sum of a scattering cross section, ssca, and an absorp-
tion cross section, sabs. The contributions to sext from
the ssca and sabs components depend on the values of n
and k, as well as the particle shape (here we assume
spherical particles throughout), internal structure, and
the ratio of the particle size to the incident wavelength of
light.
For a homogeneous spherical particle illuminated by a
travelling plane wave, Mie theory allows calculation of
the optical cross sections and angular light scattering dis-
tributions for a given particle radius, RI and wavelength
(Bohren and Huffman 1998). Conversely, the RI can be
extracted by measuring sext as a function of the particle
size and ﬁtting to Mie theory. Cavity ring-down spectros-
copy (CRDS) is a technique which enables high precision
measurements of sext for aerosol particles and, conse-
quently, precise determinations of RI (Miles et al. 2011a).
Ensemble cavity ring-down spectroscopy (E-CRDS) has
become a commonplace technique in aerosol science for
measuring the extinction coefﬁcient, aext, for a sample
consisting of a cloud of particles (Attwood and Green-
slade 2012; Mason et al. 2012; Michel Flores et al. 2012).
A ﬂow of atomized aerosol is introduced into an optical
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cavity in which the aerosol ensemble is probed by CRDS.
Particles are size-selected prior to admitting the aerosol
ensemble into the optical cavity, typically by using a dif-
ferential mobility analyzer (DMA), while a condensation
particle counter determines the aerosol particle number
density, N, in the chamber. From measurements of aext
and N, sext is calculated using sextDaext 6 N . However,
uncertainty in the number density and large variances in
the measured aext, due to statistical variations in the aero-
sol population within the intra-cavity ring-down beam,
can lead to an imprecise measurement of sext. Moreover,
even though the mean aerosol particle size is selected with
a DMA, the ensemble will have a degree of polydispersity
and signiﬁcant systematic errors can derive from the
DMA size selection process. In particular, a DMA uses the
charge of the aerosol particles in an ensemble to perform
size selection using an electrostatic ﬁeld, and the size selec-
tion process assumes particles are singly charged. How-
ever, a fraction of the particles in the ensemble are
multiply charged with larger size but the same electrical
mobility; thus, the resulting size distributions selected by
the DMA can be described as multi-modal (Miles et al.
2011b). The combination of imprecise sext measurements
with the presence of multiply charged particles of larger
size can result in poor RI retrievals unless appropriately
accounted for in the analysis of the E-CRDS data (Miles
et al. 2011b; Mason et al. 2012; Zarzana et al. 2014). Fur-
thermore, analysis of E-CRDS measurements typically
neglects the broadening of measured sext values due to the
effect of the CRDS standing wave (Miller and Orr-Ewing
2007; Mason et al. 2014). We have recently shown that a
modiﬁcation must be made to Mie theory to account for
the intra-cavity standing wave of a two-mirror CRDS
instrument in order to model correctly the sext variations
with radius (Miller and Orr-Ewing 2007; Reid et al. 2014;
Cotterell et al. 2015a; Mason et al. 2015, 2014).
Zarzana and co-workers address the question of how
accurately the RI needs to be characterized for accurate
calculations of RFE (Zarzana et al. 2014). To calculate
RFE with an uncertainty <1%, the error in n must be
<0.003 (0.2% of true n) for nonabsorbing ammonium
sulfate particles with radii of either 75 or 100 nm, and
the error in k is required to be <0.0005 (1% of true k)
for absorbing brown carbon particles. Similarly, Moise
et al. reported that variation in n from 1.4 to 1.5 resulted
in an increase in the radiative forcing by 12% (Moise
et al. 2015). Assuming a linear relationship, a 1% uncer-
tainty in radiative forcing requires knowing n to an accu-
racy of »0.008. Indeed, requiring an RFE accuracy of
better than 1% is particularly strict, considering that the
current estimate of effective radiative forcing for the
aerosol-radiation interaction is ¡0.9 W m¡2 with an
uncertainty range of ¡1.9 to ¡0.1 W m¡2 (Stocker
2013). However, the two criteria that n is measured with
an accuracy <0.003 (0.2%) and k < 0.0005 (1%) are
used in this work as a threshold for assessing the accu-
racy of RI retrievals.
From ensemble CRDS extinction measurements for
non-absorbing sodium nitrate aerosol at ﬁve discrete val-
ues of particle size, Mason and co-workers reported
n values with an uncertainty of § 0.02 (an error of 1.4%)
(Mason et al. 2012). Miles et al. published a thorough
review of the sources of errors and uncertainties in RI
retrievals from E-CRDS measurements, and argued that
errors in the measured particle number density can alone
introduce an error of »2.5% in determined values of n
for purely scattering compounds (Miles et al. 2011b).
Meanwhile, Zarzana and co-workers performed a com-
prehensive theoretical study to assess the lower-bound
estimates of errors in retrieved RIs from E-CRDS meas-
urements on both non-absorbing and absorbing aerosol
(Zarzana et al. 2014). In the case of non-absorbing
ammonium sulfate aerosol, for which extinction meas-
urements were performed at twelve discrete values of
size, the error in the ﬁtted n was »0.6%. For absorbing
aerosol, such as brown carbon where k D 0.05, the error
in the ﬁtted k was»20%. These three studies put the pre-
cision of n retrievals from E-CRDS in the range of
0.6–2.5% for non-absorbing aerosol particles. Clearly
these uncertainties are larger than the desirable threshold
uncertainties discussed above.
We recently demonstrated that improvements in the
precision of sext measurements can be achieved with the
SP-CRDS method over what can be achieved by
E-CRDS. The SP-CRDS instrument probes a single parti-
cle indeﬁnitely conﬁned in a Bessel laser beam (BB) opti-
cal trap. The BB optical trap is used to control and
optimize the position of the single particle at the centre
of a cavity ring-down beam for the direct measurement
of sext. No measurement is required of particle number
density and sext measurements are made with continu-
ous variation in the particle size (as the particle evolves
with time), as opposed to the measurement of sext values
at a ﬁnite number of discrete particle sizes. In our meas-
urements, the particle size is precisely determined from
ﬁtting recorded angular light scattering distributions to
Mie theory. We have previously demonstrated measure-
ments of sext with size variation, both for the evaporation
of semi-volatile organic aerosol and for the hygroscopic
response of aqueous droplets containing atmospheri-
cally-relevant inorganic solutes, to changes in relative
humidity (RH). From SP-CRDS measurements of single
component evaporation, the RI retrieval precision was
0.5–0.8% (Cotterell et al. 2015a; Mason et al. 2015).
From SP-CRDS measurements of aqueous droplets con-
taining atmospherically-relevant inorganic solutes, a
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forthcoming publication demonstrates the RI retrieval
precision is »0.0025 (»0.17%). This represents a sub-
stantial improvement in RI retrieval precision compared
to the §0.02 (»1.4%) uncertainty of E-CRDS measure-
ments on sodium nitrate by Mason and co-workers
(Mason et al. 2012). However, the accuracy of the RI
retrieved from SP-CRDS measurements remains to be
assessed.
In this article, a combination of experimental meas-
urements and numerical simulation is used to quantify
the accuracy of RI determinations from SP-CRDS meas-
urements on non-absorbing aerosol. We examine how
this accuracy scales with particle size, size range over
which measurements are made, and signal-to-noise ratio
in measured cavity ring-down times. A new derivation is
presented for the calculation of sext, which incorporates
the effect of absorption for particles with k 6¼ 0. This
extended analysis allows us to assess the scope of the
instrument in determining both n and k for absorbing
aerosol. Section 2. describes experimental measurements
of sext using SP-CRDS, followed by descriptions of our
method for the numerical simulation of sext and the pro-
cedure for ﬁtting the sext versus radius distributions. Sec-
tions 3. and 4. apply these numerical simulation
methods to examine the RI retrieval accuracies for non-
absorbing and absorbing aerosol particles, respectively.
2. Experimental and numerical methods
2.1. The 532-nm single particle cavity ring-down
spectrometer
The SP-CRDS measurements are made at a ﬁxed wave-
length of the probe laser light, and components of the
spectrometer such as the high reﬂectivity mirrors are
chosen for optimum performance at that wavelength.
We have therefore developed both a 532-nm and a sepa-
rate 405-nm SP-CRDS instrument to compare RI meas-
urements at different wavelengths. The measurements
presented in this article used only the 532-nm SP-CRDS
instrument; consequently, the parameters incorporated
in numerical simulations are appropriate for this spec-
trometer. Our previous publications provide a detailed
account of the 532-nm SP-CRDS apparatus, and only a
brief description is given here (Cotterell et al. 2015b;
Mason et al. 2015).
A 532 nm 5 W single mode cw-laser source was split
into two arms using a polarization beam splitter (PBS)
cube; the transmitted beam was used to generate a BB
while the reﬂected beam was used for CRDS. The BB was
generated by passing the transmitted 532-nm beam
through an axicon to create a BB with a core diameter of
»50 mm, which was reduced to »5 mm using a pair of
spherical lenses and subsequently directed vertically
upwards into a trapping cell using a 45 mirror. This
mirror and the trapping cell were mounted on a transla-
tion stage. A gas ﬂow of 100–200 cm3 min¡1 of con-
trolled RH was passed vertically downwards through the
trapping cell, with the cell’s RH measured using a cali-
brated capacitance probe. Aerosol was introduced into
the trapping cell via a medical nebulizer and a single
aerosol particle was conﬁned in the core of the BB optical
trap.
We will show in a forthcoming publication that the
accuracies of the size and refractive index determina-
tions from elastic light scattering measurements using a
Bessel beam are signiﬁcantly worse than those associ-
ated with measurements made using a Gaussian probe
beam of wide beam waist. Therefore, a 473-nm probe
laser beam with a Gaussian beam proﬁle was aligned
collinear to the BB propagation direction using a PBS
cube. The λ D 473 nm light elastically scattered by the
trapped particle was measured as a function of angle
(phase function, PF) by recording PF images, captured
using a high numerical aperture, long working distance
objective coupled to a camera positioned at 90 with
respect to the BB propagation direction. A laser line ﬁl-
ter removed light at 532 nm to ensure only 473 nm
light was collected. Fitting the PFs to Mie theory
allowed determination of the particle radius and RI at λ
D 473 nm, using the ﬁtting algorithms and procedures
described in Cotterell et al. (2015a,b) and Preston and
Reid (2015).
In the trapping cell, the core of the BB was intersected
at 90 by the 532-nm CRDS beam. The arm of the 532-
nm cw-laser used for CRDS was ﬁrst passed through an
acousto-optic modulator (AOM). The use of a Coherent
Verdi V5 single mode cw-laser source is an ideal choice
for providing stability and accuracy in the CRD measure-
ments due to is narrow laser linewidth (<5MHz) and
excellent wavelength stability. The ﬁrst-order diffraction
spot was injected into an optical cavity consisting of two
highly reﬂective mirrors with reﬂectivities greater than
0.9998 at 532 nm. These mirrors, with radii of curvature
of 1 m and separated by a distance (L) of 0.5 m, were
aligned such that the TEM00 mode was preferentially
excited and higher order modes had low coupling efﬁ-
ciencies. Light coupled into the optical cavity most efﬁ-
ciently when the cavity length was exactly an integer
number of wavelengths, i.e., when a standing wave was
formed. Thus, the length of the cavity was modulated
over several free spectral ranges by ﬁxing one mirror to a
piezo-electric transducer driven by a 20 V amplitude tri-
angular waveform. The build-up of light intensity inside
the optical cavity was monitored using a photodiode
positioned behind the last mirror of the cavity, and
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recorded as a voltage which was sent to both a Compu-
scope 12-bit digitizer and a digital delay generator.
When the voltage recorded by the photodiode reached
1 V, the digital delay generator sent a TTL pulse to the
AOM, forcing the ﬁrst-order diffraction spot to extin-
guish and initiating a ring-down decay. This ring-down
decay was ﬁtted to a single exponential function, with
the characteristic decay time referred to as the ring-
down time (RDT, t). Values of t were measured at 5–
10 Hz. For an empty cavity, the RDT is denoted by t0,
and had a mean value of 25 ms and a Dt D 0.04 ms stan-
dard deviation (Dt/t0 D 1.6 £ 10¡3).
The single aerosol particle captured in the BB was
positioned at the centre of the TEM00 mode in both
dimensions orthogonal to the CRDS beam axis, horizon-
tally by adjustment of the micrometer translation stage
on which the trapping cell and mirror were mounted
and vertically by variation of the power of the 532-nm
laser generating the BB. The particle extinguished a small
fraction of light (through both scattering and absorption)
upon each pass of the CRDS beam through the cavity,
causing more rapid ring-down decays than for an empty
cavity and a reduction in the value of t. The ring-down
time was minimized when the particle was located at the
centre of the TEM00 mode. From knowledge of t and t0,
sext is calculated using Equation (1), in which L is the
length of the optical cavity (i.e., the separation of the two
cavity mirrors) and c is the speed of light, provided the
focal beam waist, w, of the TEM00 mode is known (Butler
et al. 2007; Walker et al. 2013). Although w can be pre-
dicted using geometric optics (Kogelnik and Li 1966)
and is expected to be 271 mm for a symmetric cavity con-
sisting of two mirrors with radius of curvature of 1 m
separated by 0.5 m and excited at 532 nm, it is treated as
a ﬁtting parameter in all sext simulations.
sext D Lpw
2
2c
1
t
¡ 1
t0
 
½1
2.2. Generation of simulated ring-down time data sets
To assess the detection limits and RI determination
accuracy from SP-CRDS measurements, sext data sets
were simulated for a known value of m using the parame-
ters and typical noise levels appropriate to the 532-nm
SP-CRDS instrument. Simulating sext data sets requires
that the interaction of aerosol particles with the intra-
cavity ring-down beam be quantiﬁed. Mie theory fully
describes the interaction of a travelling plane wave with a
spherical particle. However, the light of the intra-cavity
ring down beam in an SP-CRDS experiment is a standing
wave. As explained in our previous publications (Miller
and Orr-Ewing 2007; Cotterell et al. 2015a; Mason et al.
2015, 2014), the measured sext value for a particle located
at a node or anti-node of the intra-cavity standing wave
differs from the value predicted by Mie theory. Moreover,
a particle conﬁned in the core of a BB optical trap can
move via Brownian motion along the longitudinal axis of
the optical cavity over distances of micrometres, sampling
several nodes and anti-nodes of the standing wave and the
various phases in-between. Therefore, the standing wave
leads to a broadening in the measured sext, with the limits
in the recorded data corresponding to the particle located
at either a node or anti-node. Miller and Orr-Ewing
accounted for the effect of a standing wave on particle
light scattering, a theory referred to hereafter as cavity
standing wave (CSW) Mie theory (Miller and Orr-Ewing
2007). They derived an expression for ssca and considered
the case of sext D ssca for k D 0, allowing the extinction
cross section to be extracted from SP-CRDS measure-
ments for nonabsorbing aerosol.
CSW Mie theory was used to simulate the expected
boundaries in sext as a function of radius correspond-
ing to the two limiting cases of a particle centered on
either a node or an anti-node of the intra-cavity
standing wave. A particle moving via Brownian
motion inside the BB core is likely to sample the vari-
ous phases of the intra-cavity standing wave equally.
Thus, the space between these two limiting simula-
tions was populated with N equally spaced data
points within a given radius interval. The simulations
were performed in particle radius steps of 0.1 nm
with N D 20, resulting in a data point density, r, of
200 nm¡1 which is a representative value of r for
measurements made on the 532-nm SP-CRDS instru-
ment. Figure 1a shows an example of the simulated
CSW Mie envelope for a particle with m D 1.475 C
0i evaporating from 300 to 200 nm in radius, with
the inset emphasizing the even population of this
envelope with sext data points.
Equation (1) was used to convert the generated sext
data points to values of t, assuming the optical cavity
parameters of the 532-nm SP-CRDS instrument, i.e.,
L D 0.5 m, t0 D 25 ms and w D 275 mm. Although w is
predicted to be 271 mm from Gaussian optics (Kogelnik
and Li 1966), previous experimental measurements place
the value between 276 and 283 mm depending on the
optical alignment of the cavity (Mason et al. 2015), so w
D 275 mm was chosen as a compromise between experi-
ment and theory. Figure 1b shows the t variation with
particle radius for the corresponding sext data in
Figure 1a. In 532-nm SP-CRDS experiments, the stan-
dard deviation in the recorded t is typically Dt D
0.04 ms. Therefore, a random number generator created
values between ¡0.10 and C0.10 that were added to the
calculated t values to simulate experimental noise. The
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range ¡0.10–0.10 was chosen to give a standard devia-
tion of Dt D 0.04 ms and Dt/t0 D 1.6 £ 10¡3. A second
random number generator was used to impose a 2 nm
uncertainty on the radius, Da, for each data point; we
justify this level of uncertainty in Section 3.1. Figure 1c
presents the simulated t data corresponding to the same
data in Figures 1a and b with noise Dt and Da
superimposed.
In data sets simulating measurements on evaporating
single component aerosol, the RI was constant (m D
n0). In data sets simulating the hygroscopic response of
inorganic aerosol, n varied with particle size and was
described using Equation (2), where n532,1 and n532,2
dictate the variation in n with radius (Cotterell et al.
2015a,b; Preston and Reid 2015).
n532D 1:335C n532;1a3 C
n532;2
a6
½2
2.3. Fitting data to CSW Mie theory for assessment
of RI retrieval accuracy
The simulated RDT data sets were ﬁtted to CSW Mie
theory for the determination of refractive index, using
the same ﬁtting procedures that we have described in
previous publications for ﬁtting experimental data sets
(Cotterell et al. 2015a,b). In this way, the RI determina-
tion accuracy was quantiﬁed by comparison of the best-
ﬁt n532 to the n532 input to the RDT data set simulator.
When ﬁtting to CSW Mie theory, the CSWMie envelope
of sext was calculated in 1 nm radius steps. Computa-
tional time constraints permitted variation of only three
parameters in ﬁtting to the ‘measured’ (simulated) sext.
In the case of data sets simulating single component
evaporation, the beam waist (w), constant RI (n0) and a
radius offset (Da) were varied. The radius offset parame-
ter is a value that is added to all the radius values for a
RDT versus radius data set, and has the same deﬁnition
as the radius offset parameter that was varied in Refs.
(Mason et al. 2015) and (Cotterell et al. 2015a). In the
case of data sets simulating a hygroscopic response mea-
surement, w, n532,1 and n532,2 were varied. A residual
function, R, was deﬁned by evaluating Equation (3),
where the data points included in the summation were
only those with values of sext that resided outside the
CSW Mie envelope. In this equation, ssim is the closer of
the node or anti-node centered simulation values at the
given radius.
RD 1
J
XJ
jD 1
jsext;j¡ ssim;jj
rj
½3
A weighting factor, rj, is the density of the measured
sext data points within a 1 nm range of the particle
radius. This weighting factor prevents biasing of the ﬁt
to regions where the measured number of data points is
high in the radius domain. Although the data point den-
sity is constant in the time domain in experimental data
sets, there can be large ﬂuctuations in the radius domain
(in experimental measurements) if the aerosol particle’s
Figure 1. (a) Simulated boundaries in sext (solid black lines) from
CSW Mie theory for the limiting cases of a particle centered on a
node or an anti-node for m D 1.475 C 0i. The space between
these two limiting cases is populated with evenly spaced data
points (circles, red). (b) The corresponding variation in t calcu-
lated from the simulated sext using Equation (1). (c) The variation
in the simulated t with particle radius, with noise superimposed
on t with standard deviation Dt D 0.04 ms and on the particle
radius with Da D 2 nm.
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environment changes in a nonlinear fashion. The value
of R was then minimized by varying the ﬁt parameters
described above.
3. Accuracy of determined refractive index for
non-absorbing aerosol
We have previously estimated the corresponding particle
radius for the minimum detectable sext to be 110 nm for
our 532-nm SP-CRDS instrument (Cotterell et al. 2015b).
This estimate was made by applying analytical expressions
commonly used to assess the detection limits of optical cav-
ities. However, this analysis neglected the inﬂuence of the
intra-cavity standing wave on broadening the measured
RDTs. Therefore, in Section 1 of the online supplementary
information (SI), we report a simulation of RDTs for accu-
mulation mode aerosol and determine the minimum
detectable radius to be within the range of 135–157 nm,
depending on the particle RI. These values are well within
the accumulation mode regime of interest. Although this
suggests that sext measurements can be made for particles
with sub-500 nm radii, the accuracy of RI determinations
in this size regime has not been established. The following
sections consider the accuracy of RI determinations, for
single component evaporation and hygroscopic response
measurements, and for multiple size ranges spanning
coarse, ﬁne and accumulation mode regimes.
To examine the accuracy of RI determinations, simu-
lated ring-down time and radius data as a function of
time are used to mimic an experimental measurement.
RDT values simulated for various particle radii are con-
verted to the time domain by assuming an evaporation
rate of 0.1 nm s¡1, a typical rate of size change in our SP-
CRDS measurements. A simulated data set is generated
and the data are ﬁt to CSW Mie theory as described in
Section 2.3. to establish the RI determination accuracy.
These assessments of RI accuracy are made for particles
evaporating over three different size regimes: a coarse
mode regime (2000–1000 nm radius); a ﬁne mode
regime (1000–500 nm radius); and an accumulation
mode regime (300–200 nm). Within each size regime,
the analysis is performed for particles with a constant RI
(to represent a single component evaporation measure-
ment) and for particles with an RI varying with particle
radius (to represent a hygroscopic response measure-
ment). The analysis also incorporates the inﬂuence of
errors in the determined radius.
3.1. Coarse mode particles
Two different ranges are considered within the coarse
mode regime, inﬂuenced by our experimental studies span-
ning the 1000–2000 nm radius range (Cotterell et al. 2015a;
Mason et al. 2015). RDT and radius data were simulated
for particles evaporating over the full 1000–2000 nm radius
range. Hygroscopic response measurements were simulated
over the reduced size range typically observed in experi-
mental studies (Cotterell et al. 2015a,b; Mason et al. 2015).
For an aqueous droplet containing NaNO3, the size varies
between »1050–1450 nm and, thus, RDT and radius data
were simulated for this range.
3.1.1. Quantifying the uncertainties in the determined
radius
The simulated data were generated using the method
outlined in Section 2.2, with a random error of §2 nm
superimposed on the particle radius data; we ﬁrst con-
ﬁrm that this is an appropriate uncertainty to introduce
in the simulation. Figure 2a shows the radius (ameas,
black data points) evolution with time for a coarse mode
1,2,6-hexanetriol aerosol particle. The evaporation is
expected to be smooth and continuous with time; the
Maxwell mass ﬂux equation (Krieger et al. 2012) predicts
that the radius-squared variation with time is linear.
Thus, a polynomial is ﬁtted to the measured radius data
of the form of Equation (4) in which b0, b1, b2 are ﬁtting
Figure 2. (a) The measured radius (ameas, black points) as a func-
tion of time for an evaporating 1,2,6-hexanetriol droplet. The
data were measured using the 532-nm CRDS instrument and the
radius was determined from PFs recorded for elastically scattered
light from a 473 nm Gaussian beam. The line (blue) shows a ﬁt
through the measured points of the form of Equation (4),
representing the predicted radius, apred, variation with time.
(b) The absolute residual, jamea s ¡apredj, variation with time
(black points). The solid (red) line is to guide the eye only.
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parameters.
a2pred D b0C b1tC b2t2 ½4
Figure 2b shows the variation in the absolute residual
between the measured and ﬁtted radius, jameas ¡ apredj,
with time. Clearly, there are some large deviations in the
measured radius, with the largest ﬂuctuation having a
value of »12 nm. The mean of the temporal variation in
the absolute residual is 1.70 § 1.54 nm, where the error
represents one standard deviation. The mean deviation
of 1.70 nm justiﬁes our inclusion of a §2 nm uncertainty
on the determined radius.
In practice, such random ﬂuctuations in particle
radius can be smoothed prior to ﬁtting the RDT varia-
tion with radius to CSW Mie theory. However, sus-
tained and systematic deviations in radius over tens of
seconds cannot be smoothed and still be expected to
give a reliable representation of the true radius evolu-
tion. The inset of Figure 2a shows the radius oscillat-
ing to higher and lower values about the model
prediction. Thus, in some of the simulations discussed
here, sinusoidal oscillations were superimposed on the
determined radius. The amplitude of these oscillations
was taken as the mean absolute residual in Figure 2b
(1.70 nm) plus two standard deviations (2 £ 1.54 nm),
which gives a value of 4.78 nm. Hence, a 5 nm ampli-
tude was used in the simulations. The frequency of the
oscillations was 6.25 £ 10¡3 nm¡1, i.e., a full oscilla-
tion for every 160 nm change in size. Moreover, some
simulations applied a systematic C5 nm offset to the
radius data. This additional factor can represent the
effect of an incorrectly assigned angular range when
ﬁtting the 473-nm PFs or the effect of systematic
objective aberrations on the measured images.
3.1.2. Input RI parameters for single component
evaporation and hygroscopic response simulations
In the simulations representing single component evapo-
ration, the constant real RI, n0, was set to 1.475, while
the imaginary RI, k, was set to zero. For simulations of
hygroscopic response, the RI was described using Equa-
tion (2) with n532,1 D 2 £ 108 nm3 and n532,2 D ¡5 £
1016 nm6. These values are typical for an aqueous droplet
containing NaNO3, with an RI of » 1.36 at high RH
increasing to »1.48 at low RH. In re-ﬁtting to CSW Mie
theory, the constrained search space for w was between
270.0 and 280.0 mm in steps of 0.1 mm. For data sets rep-
resenting single component evaporation, the search
range for n0 was 1.4700 and 1.4800 in steps of 0.0001
and the particle radius offset was varied from ¡10.0 to
C10.0 nm in steps of 0.1 nm. For ﬁtting hygroscopic
response data sets, n532,1 was varied between 1.5 £ 108
and 2.5 £ 108 nm3 in steps of 1 £ 106 nm3 and n532,2
was varied between ¡7 £ 1016 and ¡1 £ 1016 nm6 in
steps of 1 £ 1015 nm6.
3.1.3. RI retrieval accuracy for particle radii between
1000–2000 nm
Table 1 summarizes the best-ﬁt parameters and RI
retrieval accuracy for measurements on coarse mode
Table 1. Description of the 10 simulations used to assess the accuracy of RI retrievals from 532-nm SP-CRDS measurements on coarse
mode particles.
Type of measurement
Imposed error on
determined radius Best ﬁt w/mm Best ﬁt Da/nm Best ﬁt RI
Determined
RI accuracy
2000–1000 nm
Radius Range
Single Component C5 nm offset 274.9 ¡5.0 n0D 1.4751 <0.0001
Single Component C5 nm offset,
5 nm oscillations
274.6 ¡6.2 n0D 1.4752 0.0002
Hygroscopic Response None 274.9 N/A n1D 2.00£ 108 nm3
n2D ¡5.0 £ 1016 nm6
EXACT
Hygroscopic Response 5 nm oscillations 274.5 N/A n1D 1.98£ 108 nm3
n2D ¡4.7 £ 1016 nm6
0.0003
§ 0.0002
Hygroscopic Response C5 nm offset 275.0 N/A n1D 1.80£ 108 nm3
n2D ¡2.6 £ 1016 nm6
0.0031
§ 0.0009
1450–1050 nm
Radius Range
Single Component C5 nm offset 275.0 ¡5.0 n0D 1.4751 <0.0001
Single Component C5 nm offset,
5 nm oscillations
274.6 ¡5.6 n0D 1.4748 0.0002
Hygroscopic Response None 274.9 N/A n1D 2.00£ 108 nm3
n2D ¡5.0 £ 1016 nm6
EXACT
Hygroscopic Response 5 nm oscillations 274.7 N/A n1D 1.96£ 108 nm3
n2D ¡4.5 £ 1016 nm6
0.0006 § 0.0002
Hygroscopic Response C5 nm offset 279.3 N/A n1D 1.83£ 108 nm3
n2D ¡3.9 £ 1016 nm6
0.0057 § 0.0007
In simulations representing the hygroscopic response of aerosol, n1 and n2 were set to values of 2 £ 108 nm3 and ¡5 £ 1016 nm6, respectively.
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particles, for ten simulated RDT data sets. For a single
component particle evaporating from 2000 to 1000 nm,
with a C5 nm systematic offset applied to the radius, the
ﬁtting to CSW Mie theory correctly ﬁnds that a value of
Da D ¡5.0 nm is required for the best-ﬁt solution. The
best-ﬁt n0 is 1.4751 and the accuracy of the ﬁt (deﬁned
as the difference between the input value of n0 and the
ﬁtted value) is 0.0001. Superimposing 5 nm sinusoidal
oscillations on the radius has little effect on the RI
retrieval accuracy. Figure 3 shows that these oscillations
have a clear effect (most apparent in the inset) on the
ability of the ﬁtting to match the resonance peak loca-
tions in the simulated data. However, the large size range
spanned by the droplet, passing through many resonan-
ces in sext, ensures the RI retrieval accuracy remains
high (0.0002). Therefore, in RI determinations for 1,2,6-
hexanetriol presented in previous publications (Cotterell
et al. 2015a; Mason et al. 2015, 2014), the RI can be
expected to be measured with an accuracy of 0.0002 (in
the absence of other systematic errors such as impurities
in the droplet composition).
For simulations of hygroscopic response measure-
ments, the RI is correctly retrieved (within the precision
of the aforementioned step sizes of n1 and n2) when the
radius is assumed to be determined perfectly. When
5 nm sinusoidal oscillations are superimposed on the
radius, the RI retrieval accuracy is degraded only slightly.
Figure 4a shows the result of the best-ﬁt to CSW Mie
theory; the ﬁgure inset emphasizes mismatches between
the resonance peak positions in the simulated sext data
and the best-ﬁt CSW Mie envelope. Figure 4b compares
the input and best-ﬁt RI variation with a¡3, with the
residual between the two curves, Dn D nactual ¡ nﬁt, also
shown. The mean of the absolute residual, jDnj, over
the whole measurement is 0.0003 (§0.0002), where the
uncertainty is one standard deviation in the
absolute residual. The corresponding values are quoted
in the “Determined RI Accuracy” column of Table 1 for
various simulated data sets representing hygroscopic
growth measurements.
Figure 3. The best-ﬁt of simulated sext data (points, red) to CSW
Mie theory (lines, black) for a data set representing the evapora-
tion of single component aerosol over the radius range 1000–
2000 nm. The constant n532 input to the data simulations was set
to 1.475. The radius for the simulated data had 5 nm sinusoidal
oscillations superimposed on the true radius evolution.
Figure 4. (a) The best-ﬁt CSW Mie envelope (lines, black) to simulated data (points, red) for a particle evaporating from 2000 to
1000 nm, where the RI is varying with radius. Prior to ﬁtting the theoretical data to CSW Mie theory, 5 nm sinusoidal oscillations were
superimposed on the radius data. (b) The actual RI (black line) used in simulating the sext data in (a) and the corresponding RI for the
best-ﬁt CSW Mie envelope (dashed line, red). In the top panel, the line (blue) shows the residual nactual-nﬁt.
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A ﬁnal simulation was performed with a C5 nm sys-
tematic offset applied. The RI retrieval accuracy is
degraded signiﬁcantly to 0.0031 (§0.0009), a conse-
quence of the lack of an adjustable radius offset in the
three-parameter ﬁt when ﬁtting hygroscopic response
data. The poorer accuracy (>0.2% deviation) of this RI
retrieval is signiﬁcant and is comparable to the 0.003
threshold set in Section 1. A ﬁtting program with four
variable parameters including a radius offset might
resolve this problem. However, systematic offsets to the
particle radius as large as 5 nm are not expected to occur
from ﬁtting PFs: the angular range is treated as an adjust-
able parameter when ﬁtting PFs and polarization ﬁlters
ensure the correct polarization is imaged, but objective
aberrations are a potential source of systematic error.
3.1.4. RI retrieval accuracy for particle radii between
1050–1450 nm
Table 1 summarizes the outcomes of ﬁve simulations of
the type described above but performed over the radius
range of 1050–1450 nm (Cotterell et al. 2015a; Mason
et al. 2015). For data sets representing single component
evaporation, the RI retrieval accuracy is the same as for
the 1000–2000 nm radius range and a sufﬁcient number
(twelve) of resonance peaks in sext over the radius range
1050–1450 nm facilitates accurate RI retrieval.
For simulations representing hygroscopic response
measurements, the RI is correctly retrievedwhen the particle
radius is assumed to be determined perfectly, the same out-
come as for the simulation over the radius range 1000–
2000 nm. When 5 nm sinusoidal oscillations are superim-
posed on the radius data, the RI retrieval accuracy is
degraded to 0.0006 (§0.0002). Figure 5a shows the best-ﬁt
to CSW Mie theory for this analysis, with the best-ﬁt RI,
input RI and residual shown in Figure 5b. The accuracy of
this retrieval remains much better than the desired 0.0030
threshold level. Figure 5c shows an actual experimental
example of the sext variation with radius for a typical mea-
surement on a NaNO3 particle, and Figure 5d shows the
best-ﬁt RI variation with radius. Comparison of Figure 5a
and Figure 5c conﬁrms that the parameters used in the sim-
ulations generate simulated data that are very similar to
experiment. The 5 nm sinusoidal oscillations superimposed
on the radius in the simulations exaggerate the uncertainty
in the measured radius data. Therefore, an accuracy of
0.0006 (§0.0002) represents a conservative estimate of the
RI determination accuracy for 532-nm SP-CRDS measure-
ments on coarse mode, hygroscopic NaNO3 aerosol. When
a C5 nm systematic offset is superimposed on the radius
data in the simulations, the RI retrieval accuracy is almost
two times poorer than for the corresponding 1000–2000 nm
data set. This degradation is likely to be a consequence of
the smaller number of resonance peaks observed in the
1050–1450 nm radius range. This analysis further indicates
the possible importance of incorporating the radius offset as
a fourth ﬁtting parameter for hygroscopic growth measure-
ments, although such large systematic offsets to the radius
are not expected to occur in PFmeasurements.
3.2. Fine mode particles
Two different size ranges are considered within the ﬁne
mode regime: 1000 to 500 nm and 900 to 700 nm. This
latter range is chosen because it corresponds to initial
experimental measurements (presented in this section)
on ﬁne mode hygroscopic inorganic particles. The same
variety of offsets and perturbations reported in Sec-
tion 3.1. were superimposed on the simulated radius
data. Errors in the experimentally determined radius
from PF measurements are expected to increase with
decreasing particle size. However, our estimates of 5 nm
systematic errors in particle radius retrieval for course
mode particles were conservative estimates and the level
of precision in radius retrieval for ﬁne mode particles
(where a remains larger than the 473 nm probe beam
wavelength) are not expected to be signiﬁcantly different
to that observed for coarse mode particles. Therefore, we
retained the 5 nm offsets and oscillation amplitudes to
allow direct comparison to the coarse mode analysis.
3.2.1. Input RI parameters for single component
evaporation and hygroscopic response simulations
In simulations representing the evaporation of single-com-
ponent aerosol, the RI was set tomD 1.475C 0i. In simula-
tions representing hygroscopic response measurements, the
RI was described using Equation (2) with n1D 2£ 107 nm3
and n2D¡5£ 1014 nm6. The RI parameters for the hygro-
scopic response simulations are different to those used in
the coarse mode simulations, with the values of n1 and n2
dependent on the particle size range of a particularmeasure-
ment. In ﬁtting to CSW Mie theory, the search space for w
was between 265.0 and 285.0 mm in steps of 0.1 mm, while
the n0 search range was between 1.4000 and 1.5500 in steps
of 0.0001 for data sets representing single component evapo-
ration. The radius offset was varied from¡20.0 to 0.0 nm in
steps of 0.1 nm. For data sets representing hygroscopic
response measurements, the search space for w was the
same as above, while n532,1 was varied from 1.00 £ 107 to
2.50£ 107 nm3 in steps of 1£ 105 nm3 and n532,2 was varied
from ¡2.0 £ 1015 to 2.5 £ 1015 nm6 in steps of 1 £ 1013
nm6.
3.2.2. RI retrieval accuracy for particle radii between
500–1000 nm
Table 2 summarizes the best-ﬁt parameters and RI retrieval
accuracy for ten simulated RDT data sets. For a single
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component particle evaporating over the full 1000 to
500 nm radius range, with aC5 nm systematic offset applied
to the radius, the accuracy in the determined RI is 0.0004
(0.027% of the true RI). This level of accuracy is poorer than
for the corresponding coarse mode simulations, but still sig-
niﬁcantly better than the desired accuracy level of<0.2% of
the true RI. When 5 nm oscillations are superimposed on
the radius data, the RI accuracy degrades to 0.0015 (0.1% of
the true RI). Although this retrieval remains within the
desired accuracy level of 0.2%, artiﬁcial perturbations in the
determined radius are more detrimental to measurements
on ﬁne mode than coarse mode particles. Even when a sin-
gle-component ﬁne mode particle evaporates over a larger
radius range (e.g., the particles evaporating over 500 nm in
Table 2) than a coarse mode particle (e.g., the particles evap-
orating over 400 nm in Table 1), the RI retrieval accuracy is
better for coarse mode particles. Size-dependent structures
in the measured sext are broader and more widely spaced
for the smaller particles, limiting the retrieval accuracy for
ﬁnemode particles.
As an example, Figure 6a shows the best-ﬁt CSW Mie
simulation to sext data generated for a single component
Figure 5. (a) The best-ﬁt CSW Mie envelope (lines, black) to simulated sext data (points, red) for a particle evaporating from 1450 to
1050 nm and an RI varying with particle radius. Prior to ﬁtting the data, 5 nm sinusoidal oscillations were superimposed on the radius
data. (b) The actual RI (line, black) used in generating the data points in (a) and the corresponding RI for the best-ﬁt CSW Mie envelope
(dashed line, red). The line (blue) shows the residual nactual ¡ nﬁt. (c) Experimental measurement of the varying sext with particle radius
for a NaNO3 particle (points, red) and best-ﬁt CSW Mie envelope (lines, black), with the corresponding best-ﬁt RI shown by the line (red)
in (d).
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particle evaporating from 1000 to 500 nm with both a
C5 nm systematic offset and 5 nm sinusoidal oscillations
superimposed on the radius data. Figure 6b shows how
the normalized residual function, R (Equation (3)), varies
with Da and n0. This contour plot exhibits a well-deﬁned
minimum which is elliptical in shape; the dashed line
highlights the major axis of this ellipse and the intersect-
ing solid lines show the best-ﬁt values of Da and n0. The
dashed line has a slope and intercept of ¡0.0016 nm¡1
and 1.4669, respectively. Extrapolating this line to Da D
¡5 nm (i.e., the value required to counter the C5 nm
offset input to the sext generation) locates a value of n0 D
1.4749 (accurate to within 0.007% of the true RI). There-
fore, the ﬁtted value of Da is compensating for the larger
n0 that minimizes the residual function. Nevertheless, it
remains important to use Da as a ﬁtting parameter; if the
radius offset were not varied (Da D 0), the RI retrieval
accuracy is 0.55%, which is worse than both the accuracy
when Da is ﬂoated (0.1%) and the desired 0.2% accuracy
limit.
Table 2 reports the best-ﬁt parameters and RI retrieval
accuracy for three simulated data sets representing
Table 2. Description of the 10 simulations used to assess the accuracy of RI retrievals from 532-nm SP-CRDS measurements on ﬁne
mode particles.
Type of
measurement
Imposed error on
determined radius
Best ﬁt
w/mm
Best ﬁt
Da/nm Best ﬁt RI
Determined
RI accuracy
1000–500 nm
Radius Range
Single Component C5 nm offset 274.9 ¡5.2 n0D 1.4754 0.0004
Single Component C5 nm offset,
5 nm oscillations
274.5 ¡6.0 n0D 1.4765 0.0015
Hygroscopic Response None 274.8 N/A n1D 2.02£ 107 nm3
n2D ¡5.3 £ 1014 nm6
0.0002 § 0.0001
Hygroscopic Response 5 nm oscillations 274.2 N/A n1D 2.05£ 107 nm3
n2D ¡5.7 £ 1014 nm6
0.0007 § 0.0002
Hygroscopic Response C5 nm offset 276.5 N/A n1D 1.79£ 107 nm3
n2D ¡1.6 £ 1014 nm6
0.0024 § 0.0007
900–700 nm
Radius Range
Single Component C5 nm offset 276.6 ¡7.8 n0D 1.4810 0.0060
Single Component C5 nm offset,
5 nm oscillations
281.0 ¡18.5 n0D 1.5012 0.0262
Hygroscopic Response None 274.7 N/A n1D 2.04£ 107 nm3
n2D ¡6.0 £ 1014 nm6
0.0004 § 0.0000
Hygroscopic Response 5 nm oscillations 274.9 N/A n1D 1.78£ 107 nm3
n2D 6.6 £ 1014 nm6
0.0009 § 0.0008
Hygroscopic Response C5 nm offset 277.8 N/A n1D 1.2 £ 107 nm3
n2D 2.1 £ 1015 nm6
0.0052 § 0.0012
In simulations representing the hygroscopic response of aerosol, n1 and n2 were set to values of 2 £ 107 nm3 and ¡5 £ 1014 nm6, respectively.
Figure 6. (a) The best-ﬁt CSW Mie envelope (lines, black) to simulated sext data (points, red) for a particle evaporating from 1000 to
500 nm with mD 1.4750C 0i. The input radius had 5 nm oscillations superimposed on the true radius evolution. (b) Contour plot show-
ing the variation in the normalized residual function, R (Equation (3)), with varying ﬁt parameters of radius offset Da and refractive
index n0.
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hygroscopic response measurements in the particle
radius range of 500–1000 nm. When no errors are super-
imposed on the radius data, the RI is determined with a
mean absolute residual (RI accuracy) jDnj of 0.0002
(§0.0001), where the error represents one standard devi-
ation in the absolute residual. When 5 nm radius oscilla-
tions are superimposed, the RI retrieval accuracy is
degraded to 0.0007 (§0.0001). When only a C5 nm off-
set is applied to the radius data, the determined RI accu-
racy is degraded to 0.0024 (§0.0007). The incorporation
of a radius offset parameter when ﬁtting hygroscopic
response data might improve this retrieval accuracy, but
at the expense of longer computational time. Neverthe-
less, systematic offsets to the radius as large as 5 nm are
not expected and simulations with 5 nm oscillations
superimposed on the radius data are more representative
of typical experimental measurements.
3.2.3. RI retrieval accuracy for particle radii between
700–900 nm
Table 2 also shows the results of ﬁtting simulated sext
data sets for particles evaporating from a radius of 900 to
700 nm. For data sets representing single component
evaporation, the determined RI accuracy is 0.0060
(0.4%) when only a C5 nm linear offset is superimposed
on the true radius and is 0.0262 (1.78%) when both a
C5 nm linear offset and 5 nm sinusoidal oscillations are
superimposed. In both cases, the ﬁtted value of Da com-
pensates for larger n0 to minimize the normalized resid-
ual function, and the accuracy with which the RI is
determined is worse than the desired 0.2%. Unless a sin-
gle component, ﬁne-mode particle evaporates over the
wider 1000 to 500 nm radius range, the RI retrieval
accuracy will not be sufﬁcient unless the uncertainty in
particle radius determination is better than 5 nm.
Improvement in the precision of the CRDS measurement
(Dt/t0) may also improve the RI retrieval accuracy,
although a further discussion of this point is deferred to
later.
As reported below, our initial hygroscopic response
measurements using SP-CRDS for ﬁne mode particles
were over the radius range 700–900 nm. For CSW Mie
theory ﬁts to sext data generated over this size range, the
RI accuracy is 0.0009 (§0.0008) when 5 nm sinusoidal
oscillations are superimposed on the radius data, and is
0.0052 (§0.0012) when a C5 nm systematic offset is
instead added to the radius data. Therefore, RI determi-
nations for hygroscopic particles evaporating from 900
to 700 nm are susceptible to systematic errors in the
determined radius and the RI retrieval accuracy may be
poorer than the desired upper limit of 0.003.
For comparison, measurements of sext were per-
formed for NaNO3, (NH4)2SO4 and NH4HSO4 aerosol;
representative data sets and best-ﬁt CSW Mie envelopes
are shown in Figures 7a–c. These data sets represent the
ﬁrst comprehensive SP-CRDS measurements on ﬁne
mode particles. The droplet radii varied within the range
from »880–630 nm. For each data set, the variation in
the ﬁtted RI (nﬁne) is compared with measurements from
several coarse mode particles (ncoarse). The coarse mode
n532 values (and their corresponding envelopes) repre-
sent averages (one standard deviation) for measurements
of 4–5 droplets with radii >1 mm and can be regarded as
a reliable representation of the true RI; the analysis pre-
sented in Section 3.1. shows that the expected accuracy
for these coarse mode measurements is »0.0006
(§0.0002).
Figure 7 also reports the residual Dn D ncoarse¡nﬁne
for each data set on an expanded scale. The values of
jDnj for the data sets in Figures 7a–c are in the range of
0.002 to 0.006. This is within the range of jDnj found
from the ﬁne mode (900–700 nm radius) simulations for
hygroscopic particles which indicate an expected accu-
racy as large as 0.0052 (§0.0012) in the case of a C 5 nm
offset superimposed on the radius data. It is clear that
the largest deviations in the nﬁne from the more reliable
ncoarse are larger than the desired threshold of 0.003.
Therefore, with the current level of Dt/t0 and accuracy
of radius determination from PFs, it is not possible to
retrieve the RI to the desired accuracy for ﬁne mode par-
ticles. Figure 7d shows the best-ﬁt of CSW Mie theory to
measured sext data for a NH4HSO4 droplet evaporating
from » 660 to 500 nm in radius, i.e., at the lower end of
the ﬁne mode regime and approaching the accumulation
mode. The value of jDnj from comparison to coarse
mode data is 0.0045 (§0.0015). This level of accuracy
(»0.3%) remains better than typical ensemble measure-
ments; Zarzana et al. (2014) estimated the level of accu-
racy as 0.6%, while Miles et al. (2011b). predicted at 2.5%
level of accuracy when considering the systematic errors
in particle sizing only. The accuracy of ﬁne mode SP-
CRDS measurements is, however, outside the desired
level of 0.003 (0.2%). Although not markedly different to
the accuracy measured for the larger ﬁne mode particles,
the accuracy is expected to degrade signiﬁcantly for radii
<500 nm. This expectation is now investigated further
by study of accumulation mode particles.
3.3. Accumulation mode particles
Table 3 reports the outcomes of analysis of ﬁve data sets
simulated to assess the RI retrieval accuracy from sext
measurements on accumulation mode particles, evapo-
rating over the radius range 200–300 nm. For simula-
tions representing single component evaporation, the RI
was set to m D 1.475 C 0i, while for simulations of
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Figure 7. The best-ﬁt CSW Mie envelopes (lines, black) to experimentally measured sext data (points, red) for ﬁne mode particles con-
taining the hygroscopic inorganic solutes NaNO3, (NH4)2SO4 or NH4HSO4. Shown alongside each data set are the corresponding variation
in the best-ﬁt RI, nﬁne, (points, black) compared against the determined RI variation from measurements on coarse mode particles, ncoarse,
(points, green, with error envelope where the envelope represents one standard deviation in measurements over several droplets). The
points (blue) in the plot of residuals represent Dn D ncoarse ¡ nﬁne, with the magnitude and standard deviation in jDnj quoted.
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hygroscopic growth, the RI was described using Equa-
tion (2) in which n1 D 1.8£ 106 nm3 and n2 D ¡5.0 £
1012 nm6. For consistency, linear offsets and sinusoidal
oscillations with the same 5 nm magnitude were super-
imposed on the determined radius, although the errors
in the determined radius from ﬁtting 473-nm PFs are
expected to be larger for radii <500 nm. It is important
to note that the exact magnitude of radius errors from
particle sizing using phase function measurements is not
known because of the lack of independent measurements
alongside the PF determinations with which to assess the
uncertainties for accumulation mode aerosol.
For a single component particle, when only a system-
atic C 5 nm radius offset is applied, the RI retrieval accu-
racy is 0.0059 (0.4% of the actual RI). Superimposing
5 nm sinusoidal oscillations on the radius degrades the
RI retrieval accuracy to 0.147 (10% of actual RI). Even
with these modest uncertainties in the determined
radius, the RI retrieval accuracy is poor and lies outside
the desired accuracy of 0.2% of the true RI.
For hygroscopic response measurements, the jDnj is
0.0055 (§0.0006) when no sizing error is applied. This
level of accuracy degrades to 0.0177 (§0.0062) when
5 nm sinusoidal oscillations are superimposed on the
radius data, with Figure 8 showing that the best-ﬁt CSW
Mie envelope encompasses most of the generated sext
data points even though the ﬁtted variation in n is
markedly different to the actual variation. When only a
C5 nm systematic offset is superimposed on the radius
data, the RI accuracy is further degraded to 0.0228
(§0.0027). We attribute this poor retrieval to the absence
of sharp structure in the size-dependent sext in this small
particle regime.
Progressively reducing both the size and the size range
of particles probed by SP-CRDS increasingly degrades
the RI retrieval accuracy. Furthermore, the retrieved RI
Table 3. Description of the 10 simulations used to assess the accuracy of RI retrievals from 532-nm SP-CRDS measurements on accumu-
lation mode particles.
Type of
measurement
Imposed error on
determined radius
Best ﬁt
w/mm
Best ﬁt
Da/nm Best ﬁt RI
Determined
RI accuracy
300–200 nm
Radius Range
Single Component C5 nm offset 272.75 ¡7.3 n0D 1.4809 0.0059
Single Component C5 nm offset,
5 nm oscillations
278.1 ¡26.9 n0D 1.622 0.147
Hygroscopic Response None 271.45 N/A n1D 1.65£ 106 nm3
n2D ¡4.1 £ 1012 nm6
0.0055
§ 0.0006
Hygroscopic Response 5 nm oscillations 267.9 N/A n1D 1.03£ 106 nm3
n2D 1.6 £ 1012 nm6
0.0177
§ 0.0062
Hygroscopic Response C5 nm offset 279.65 N/A n1D 1.18£ 106 nm3
n2D ¡1.3 £ 1012 nm6
0.0228 § 0.0027
In simulations representing the hygroscopic response of aerosol, n1 and n2 were set to values of 1.8 £ 106 nm3 and ¡5 £ 1012 nm6, respectively.
Figure 8. (a) The best-ﬁt CSW Mie envelope (lines, black) to theoretical sext data (points, red) simulated for a particle evaporating from
300 to 200 nm, where the RI is varying with radius. Prior to ﬁtting, a 5 nm sinusoidal oscillation was superimposed on the radius data.
(b) The actual RI (solid line, black) used in generating the data in (a) and the corresponding RI for the best-ﬁt CSW Mie envelope (dashed
line, red). The dotted line (blue) shows the residual nactual ¡ nﬁt.
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becomes increasingly sensitive to errors in the deter-
mined radius. The 532-nm SP-CRDS instrument with its
current level of Dt/t0 performance cannot be used to
determine the RIs of accumulation mode particles accu-
rately. Even in the case of perfect determination of the
particle radius, the RI retrieval accuracy is 0.0055
(§0.0006) for a hygroscopic response simulation.
Although this »0.4% error in the RI is better than the
0.6% and 2.5% errors suggested by Zarzana et al.
(2014) and Miles et al. (2011b), respectively, for ensem-
ble CRDS measurements, this error is too poor for RI
retrievals to inform accurate radiative forcing calcula-
tions. Therefore, two problems need to be addressed to
determine the RI for accumulation mode particles. First,
the variation in the RI retrieval accuracy with Dt/t0
needs to be quantiﬁed, and Dt reduced to a level which
should, in principle, allow accurate RI determinations.
Second, a method needs to be developed to reduce the
errors in the experimentally determined particle radius.
The former problem can be analyzed by simulating sext
data for different levels of Dt/t0. Re-ﬁtting the data to
CSW Mie theory allows the variation in the RI retrieval
accuracy with Dt/t0 to be assessed. The second problem
is best addressed by experimental design.
3.3.1. Variation in RI retrieval accuracy with
instrument performance
Simulated sext data sets were generated for hygro-
scopic particles evaporating from a radius of 300 to
200 nm using the RI parameters reported above. No
systematic errors were superimposed on the radius
data. Data sets were generated for ﬁve different values
of Dt/t0. The current 532-nm SP-CRDS instrument
has Dt D 0.04 ms (one standard deviation) for an
empty cavity RDT t0 D 25 ms, i.e. Dt/t0 D 1.6£10¡3.
The other four values of Dt/t0 tested were 8.0 £
10¡4, 5.0 £ 10¡4, 1.65 £ 10¡4 and 8.0 £ 10¡5. These
ﬁve simulated data sets were ﬁtted using CSW Mie
theory and the RI retrieval accuracy was calculated.
Figure 9 shows the variation in jDnj with Dt/t0. From
a linear interpolation between the points corresponding
to Dt/t0 values of 1.6 £ 10¡3 and 8.0 £ 10¡4, the
required Dt/t0 for a mean RI accuracy of 0.003 is found
to be 1.12 £ 10¡3, although a reduction of Dt/t0 to
below 1 £ 10¡3 is recommended. For t0 D 25 ms, this
corresponds to a reduction in Dt from the current value
of 0.04 ms to 0.025 ms, i.e., a reduction in the RDT
uncertainty by approx. 38%, which should be readily
achievable by improvements to the instrument. Dt/t0
can be improved by increasing the value of t0 by using
higher reﬂectivity mirrors. In addition, Dt/t0 will be
improved by reducing the impact of vibrations on opti-
cal alignment, and by further optimization of the purge
N2 gas ﬂow acting between the two CRDS mirrors and
the trapping cell at the cavity centre. This purge ﬂow
reduces the levels of dust entering the intra-cavity ring-
down beam and, thus, ﬂuctuations in background scat-
tering that contributes to noise in t.
The limiting factor in the accuracy of RI retrievals
from accumulation mode measurements is the measure-
ment of the particle radius. The accuracy of radius deter-
minations from recorded PFs could be improved by
collecting PFs at multiple wavelengths simultaneously.
Carruthers et al. previously showed simultaneous collec-
tion of PFs at 405, 532, and 633 nm for an aerosol parti-
cle of constant size signiﬁcantly improved the sizing
accuracy (Carruthers et al. 2012). Alternative sizing tech-
niques are also under investigation. For example, David
et al. explored the use of broadband light scattering for
radius retrievals (David et al. 2016, 2015).
We previously reported SP-CRDS measurements of
1,2,6-hexanetriol aerosol droplets in which evaporation
reduced the particle radius below 300 nm (Cotterell
et al., 2015a). Our analysis showed excellent agreement
between CSW Mie theory for a ﬁxed refractive index
and the measured extinction efﬁciency even at droplet
radii <400 nm. We have previously demonstrated that
(NH4)2SO4 particles as small as 350 nm can be conﬁned
in optical BB traps when the core diameter is reduced
to 2.6 mm (Cotterell et al. 2014). However, the analysis
presented in this section leads us to conclude that RI
determinations from SP-CRDS measurements on par-
ticles with radii signiﬁcantly below 1 mm suffer inaccu-
racies greater than the threshold value of 0.003 set at
the beginning of this article. Progress is dependent on
improvements to the experimental performance to
reduce ring-down time and radius determination
uncertainties.
Figure 9. The variation in the RI accuracy jDnj with the instru-
ment performance Dt/t0 for simulated accumulation mode
measurements (200–300 nm in particle radius) on hygroscopic
aerosol. Error bars represent one standard deviation in jDnj.
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4. Accuracy of determined refractive index for
absorbing aerosol
Optically trapping absorbing particles is challenging,
with poor trapping stability caused by photophoretic
forces that act in a direction away from high light inten-
sity and become larger than the radiation pressure and
gradient forces. However, some novel optical trapping
schemes have been implemented to overcome this limi-
tation. For example, Liu and co-workers developed
taper-ring optical traps and demonstrated the manipula-
tion of both strongly-absorbing aerosol and non-spheri-
cal particles (Liu et al. 2014). Redding and co-workers
developed a photophoretic trap using ultraviolet beams
and demonstrated trapping of micron sized aerosol with
both spherical and non-spherical morphologies (Redding
et al. 2015). Meanwhile, other trapping techniques (not
optical) such as an electrodynamic balance should allow
the conﬁnement of absorbing aerosol particles. This sec-
tion assesses the accuracy with which the complex refrac-
tive index can be determined from CRDS measurements
of sext, assuming that absorbing particles can be trapped
and conﬁned stably within a CRDS beam.
The CSW Mie theory used above is only applicable to
nonabsorbing spheres (Miller and Orr-Ewing 2007);
Miller and Orr-Ewing reported an expression for the
scattering cross section ssca, but then imposed the crite-
rion of sext D ssca appropriate for a nonabsorbing
sphere. The SI presents a new expression for sext by
applying generalized Lorenz-Mie theory (GLMT) to a
cavity standing wave, a theory referred to as CSW-
GLMT, and predictions of sext are validated by compar-
ing to predictions of CSW-Mie and traditional Mie the-
ory. The CSW-GLMT expression for sext can be used for
arbitrarily complex RIs. In the following sections we
report calculations of the CSW-GLMT envelopes for a
range of absorbing particles and assess the accuracy with
which the complex RI can be retrieved using generated
sext data sets for different values of k.
4.1. CSW-GLMT envelopes for absorbing spheres
The variation in the sext envelopes, computed using the
CSW-GLMT method for the limiting cases of a particle
located at a node and anti-node of the intra-cavity ﬁeld, can
be studied with increasing k values. Figure 10a shows the
CSW-GLMT envelope variation for particle radii in the
range 500–1000 nm and for k values of 0, 10¡3, 10¡2 and
10¡1. As k increases, the ﬁne ripple structure becomes
increasingly damped, resulting in the compression of the
CSW-GLMT envelopes. There is little discernible difference
between the kD 0 and kD 10¡3 simulation envelopes, with
differences only becoming apparent for radii larger than
»800 nm. Figure 10b shows the CSW-GLMT envelope var-
iation over the coarse mode regime of 1000 to 2000 nm in
particle radius, for the same set of k values. In this case, there
is a clear distinction between the k D 0 and k D 10¡3 enve-
lopes. However, the accuracy of the retrieved complex RI is
expected to be sensitive to the experimental performance
parameters ofDt/t0 and radius determination as before.
4.2. Accuracy of complex RI determinations for
absorbing aerosol
Simulated sext data sets were generated in the same way as
outlined in the preceding sections using CSW-GLMT,
incorporating the aforementioned parameters of the
532-nm SP-CRDS instrument. Notably, theDt/t0 was set to
1.6£ 10¡3 and t0 D 25 ms. These data sets were generated
for two different size regimes: a coarse mode regime (1000–
2000 nm in radius) and a ﬁne mode regime (500–1000 nm
in radius). Eight data sets were generated for each size
regime, corresponding to particles withmD 1.475C ki and
Figure 10. The variation in the CSW-GLMT envelopes for a parti-
cle of refractive index m D 1.475 C ki for different values of k.
The space-ﬁlled envelopes are color coded by their value of k,
indicated in the legend. The envelope variation with k is shown
for (a) a ﬁne mode regime (radii from 500–1000 nm), (b) a coarse
mode regime (radii from 1000–2000 nm).
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k taking values of 0, 0.001, 0.002, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, or
0.1. Fitting each simulated sext data set to CSW-GLMT
allowed an assessment of the retrieval accuracy for n and k.
As already discussed, particles that are absorbing at the
532 nm CRDS wavelength will also likely absorb at the
473 nm probe beamwavelength, and both the precision and
accuracy of particle size retrieval from the 473 nm phase
functions will vary with the magnitude of the imaginary RI
(i.e. the magnitude of light absorption). Moreover, light
absorption at the 532 nm CRDS wavelength renders Bessel
beam optical trapping unstable and, thus, no experimental
measurements have been performed to assess particle sizing
accuracy for absorbing aerosol. Hence, the radius was
assumed to be determined perfectly and the levels of RI
retrieval accuracy presented here represent best cases. The
percentage errors in kﬁt and nﬁt were deﬁned as 100%
kset ¡ kfit
 
=kset and 100% nset ¡ nfit
 
=nset , respectively,
where nset and kset denote the values input to the
simulation.
Figure 11 shows the percentage error variation in kﬁt
and nﬁt vary with kset for both the coarse and ﬁne mode
data sets. The desired thresholds are also shown as red
lines for the accuracies in the two quantities: 1% for the
error in k and 0.2% for the error in n. The accuracy with
which k could be retrieved was 0.0002 for k < 10¡3,
which manifested in a large percentage error for the low
values of k. However, this accuracy should improve as
Dt/t0 is reduced. These results agree well with those of
Zarzana and co-workers who found that, for ensemble
aerosol CRDS measurements at discrete sizes, k is not
accurately retrieved for similar weakly absorbing com-
pounds (Zarzana et al. 2014). As k increases, the percent-
age error in kﬁt reduces. It falls within the accuracy
threshold for values of kset > 0.05 for coarse mode data
and at values >0.005 for ﬁne mode data.
Generally, the percentage error in nﬁt was within the
accuracy threshold for all values of kset. Only when kset is
very large (>10¡1) does the accuracy in nﬁt become sig-
niﬁcantly degraded. Therefore, for strongly absorbing
compounds such as black carbon which has k » 0.8
(Bond and Bergstrom 2006), n is not expected to be
accurately retrieved. This degradation of ﬁtting accuracy
arises from the damping of the resonance peaks in sext,
leading to the CSW-GLMT sext envelope becoming
increasingly featureless and tending towards a line of
monotonic increase. Therefore, for both coarse and ﬁne
mode size ranges, there is an optimum range for k in
order to accurately retrieve both n and k values. Further
study is required to understand better how the percent-
age errors in kﬁt and nﬁt depend on both size range and
Dt/t0. Note that this analysis does not incorporate the
possibility that n and k change with particle size, e.g. for
a mixed component particle with absorbing components.
5. Conclusions
We have developed simulation methods for the assess-
ment of RI retrieval accuracies from sext measurements
using our 532-nm SP-CRDS instrument for both nonab-
sorbing and absorbing particles. The RI retrieval accu-
racy for single component nonabsorbing aerosol
evaporating over a particle radius range of 2000–
1000 nm was found to be 0.0002 (0.014% of actual RI),
from 1000–500 nm was 0.0015 (0.10%), and for 300–
200 nm was 0.15 (10%). Similarly, the RI accuracy for
data sets representing hygroscopic response measured
for particle radii between 1450–1050 nm was 0.0006
(§0.0002), for 900–700 nm was 0.0009 (§0.0008), and
for 300–200 nm was 0.0177 (§0.0062). The retrieval of
RI with sufﬁcient accuracy to calculate reliable values of
Figure 11. The variation in the percentage errors in the ﬁtted k
and n from ﬁtting simulated sext data sets with increasing values
of k. Coarse mode (1000–2000 nm particle radius range, open
squares) and ﬁne mode (500–1000 nm particle radius range,
ﬁlled circles) size regimes were studied, with Dt/t0 set to 1.6 £
10¡3. The line (red) represents the accuracy threshold set in
Section 1.
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aerosol RFE is best achieved for particles with radii
>1 mm. We ﬁnd that sext can be measured for particle
radii as small as »150 nm, although the RI retrieval
accuracy for accumulation mode aerosol is poor and can-
not be relied upon for accurate calculations of aerosol
RFE. However, the level of accuracy (»0.3%) remains
better than typical ensemble measurements; Zarzana
et al. (2014) estimated the level of accuracy as 0.6%, while
Miles et al. (2011b) predicted at 2.5% level of accuracy
when considering the systematic errors in particle sizing
only. Accurate RI retrievals for accumulation mode aero-
sol should be achievable with an improvement in the
CRDS instrument performance, Dt/t0, to below 1£10¡3,
assuming that the particle radius can be accurately
determined.
Our analysis also tested the potential of the 532-nm
SP-CRDS instrument to retrieve the complex RI for
absorbing aerosol. We have derived an expression for
sext by applying GLMT to a standing wave, referred to
as CSW-GLMT, allowing calculations sext for particles
with k 6¼ 0. Simulations of sext data using the parame-
ters of our 532-nm SP-CRDS instrument were re-ﬁtted
to CSW-GLMT to assess the retrieval accuracy for both
n and k. For relatively non-absorbing aerosol (k <
10¡3) evaporating over the radius ranges of 2000–
1000 nm and 1000–500 nm, the percentage error in k is
larger than 10%. This conclusion is in agreement with
Zarzana and co-workers who note that it is difﬁcult to
retrieve the correct k value when ﬁtting E-CRDS meas-
urements of sext for almost non-absorbing compounds
(Zarzana et al. 2014). As k is increased, the percentage
error in the ﬁtted k reduces signiﬁcantly, falling below
the 1% error threshold for k values >0.05 for coarse
mode data sets and k > 0.005 for ﬁne mode data sets.
Generally, n is well-retrieved in all cases except when k
becomes very large; when k > 0.1, the CSW-GLMT
envelope collapses and structure in the sext is lost. Fur-
ther work is needed to assess how the accuracies in n
and k scale with Dt/t0, CRDS wavelength and particle
size range and composition.
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